USING A SPLIT CABLE
TO RACE WITH TWO
SPEEDY CLOCKS
•

There are times when it would be a big bonus to be able to compete with two Speedy clocks.

•

This may make it possible to overcome a number of hurdles such as where two clubs basket or
read out at the same time, or where one race continues whilst another race needs to read out.

•

Having two Speedy clocks will help overcome this problem and give you freedom and flexibility.

Required equipment
•
•

A second Speedy clock (supplied with a wall holder and clock bag).
A split cable (obtainable from Bricon UK).

Preparation Instructions
(a) Ensure that the clocks are clearly labelled to identify one from the other and are not mixed up.
(b) Ensure that your name and information for your pigeons is held on both clocks.
This is easy to carry out – you can either manually link each of the birds in your race team
directly onto the second clock, or a quick and simple way is to have the information on your
first clock transferred to the club computer and then transferred back to your second clock.
(c) Disconnect the cable that goes into the wall holder where you previously put your first clock.
(d) Connect the split cable on the end of that cable, which then gives two connectors ready for use.
(e) Connect one of these connectors to the existing wall holder and one to the new wall holder.

On race day
(f) Place either Speedy into a wall holder and let it start up – it will display ‘clocking with xx ant’
where xx is the number of antenna pads connected within your loft system.
(g) After that checking this message is correct, place the second Speedy clock into the other wall
holder – this clock will start up and display ‘clocking in slave modus’.
(h) You are now ready to time birds on any antenna pad that is connected to these two clocks.
(i) Speedy A will record birds that were basketed onto it as race birds, whilst birds that were not
basketed using Speedy A will be record on it as trainers.
(j) Speedy B will record birds that were basketed onto it as race birds, whilst birds that were not
basketed using Speedy B will be record on it as trainers.
(k) Take great care to ensure that each Speedy clock is taken back to the same club that it was
initially used for at race basketing.

USING A COMBINATION OF A SPEEDY AND A SPEEDY X-TREME
The Speedy clock should be connected first and allowed to start up before the Speedy X-treme clock
is connected. The Speedy X-treme must be the clock showing as the slave.
For further advice please contact
Mark Palmer
Bricon UK
Tel: 0121 357 7172

bricon.ets@live.com
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